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THE ROUTINE USE OF SURFACE PERFUSION MAPPING 
FOR SEMIQUANTITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE BRAIN 
SPEeT EVALUATION, D G Pave! C.J. Thompson, J.Sych ra. 
A. Manasrah, and P. Briandct. Uni versity of Illinois Hospital, 
Chicago, IL. and SOPHA Medical S YSH~ms. Columbia. MD., USA 

Routine interpretation o f a brain SPEe T C3n be d irricull 
because: : a) need of mental intcg r:lIion in order to describe a 
lesion according 10 topographic lobar surfaces; b) lack of 
standa rd ization of displays. and / or of color scales; c) lack of 
distinguishable. meaningfu l color shades; d) lack of agree ment 
concerning the no rmalization of Quantitative data. Co nsequent ly 
evaluating subt le abnorma lities. qua ntifying, 3S we ll as conveying 
meani ngful pictor ial information to referr ing MO can bc 
difficult. 

In order to solve such difficulties the 3 standard SPECT views 
were supplemented. on a combined color printout. with a Surface 
Relative Perfusion Va lue Map shown as nine 2· 0 projections of 
the 3·0 surface gene rated from a spherically emanating search 
or iginating at a n inter nal point. An edge detection on each 
profile determines radii which after smoothing arc converted in to 
cartesian x. y. z vertices cha racterized by location. radius and 
perfusion value. The surface normal for each vertex is calculated 
and activity profiles are resampled along it. The maximum 
activity (perfusion va lue) encoun tered alo ng a specified distance 
is t hen associated with its respective vertex . The mapp ing of the 
normalized perfusion va lue onto the projected object su rface 
represents a completely opaQue display. A color code with 17 
clear ly distingui shable shades is used. above the threshold, and 
allows an easy visual semiQuantitative evaluation of symmetrical, 
or asymmetrical are:t! with an accuracy of ± 3%. ROl's of any 
shape can be drawn and thus tai lori ng ROl's to the aClua ll esion 
is made possible. by followi ng the contours of any presumed 
abnorma l a rea on anyone of the 9 surface views, and mir ror ing 
it on the opposite side. 

Fo r the physician t his rout ine display represenlS a surface 
integra tion of the informa tio n contained in the conical a rea of 
al l a va i lab le 3· 0 sliCeS. T he routi ne in te rpreta tion is sign ificantly 
helped by the adva ntages offe red on this combined display and by 
the Quantifica t ion it enables. 
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C. 7. 

P . B . Hoffer, Yal e Univers i ty , New 

A sequence .o f 3-D image registration , re
normalization, and difference ca lculations were 
applied to HMPAQ human brain scans o f epilepsy 
patients. Each ictal scan was registered to the 
same patient's inter ictal scan. A normali zation 
of the 3D data was applied to account fo r global 
pe r cent brain uptake . Functional difference 
images were computed which demonstrate areas of 
altered perfusion during ictus . Areas of 
e l evated perfusion differences were ident ified 
as suspected areas of seizure foci . Pe r cent
change images were calculated, (which give a 
quantitative measure of perfusion alte r ations 
during ictus) by computing the normalized change 
within SPECT transverse slices o n a pixel by 
pixel basis . The resulting difference images 
were also registered with each patient's 1>!RI 
scan which permits a localization of perfusion 
changes o nto ana t omical struc tures . Areas in 
the brain, where strong perfusion differences 
occur, correla te ,"i t h areas suspected to be 
se i zure foci . A subgroup of patients mon i tored 
with impla n ted depth electrodes support this 
correlation. II/he n compared to s ide by side 
v i sual interpretation of the ictal and 
i n ter ictal SPECT images, registration of SPECT 
and t1RI images together with c alculated 
difference maps greatly enhances the ability to 
localize epileptic seizure foci. From the group 
of 20 epilepsy patients studied, single foci 
hyperperfusion during ictus consistent with EEG 
were corrobo rated in extra temporal patients 
using this method . This offers the potentia l to 
locate epileptic seizure foci using a non
invasi ve a nd inexpensive imaging procedure and 
d a ta process ing algorithm . 
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A COMPARISON or FOUR METHODS OF ASSESSING ABNORMALIT IES 
IN HMPAO reBF SPEeT IMAGES. A 5 Houston, P M Kemp and 
M A Macleod . Royal Naval Hospital Haslar , Gosport , 
Hants , U. K. 

This paper describes four methods of defining 'normality' 
in HMPAO rCB? SPECT images and investigates thei r 
potential for differentiating bet"·een images of 
abnormal patients and normal controls . 

Images of 50 normal control subjects were first registered 
Io,' ith respect to a reference image and normalised with 
respect to the region of the cerebellum . Normali ty was 
defined by t hese images using (a) a univa r iate approach to 
a region- of- interest analy~s ; (b) a univariate approach 
to a voxel - by- ... oxel analysis ; (c) a multi varia te approach 
to a region- of- interest analysis ; and (d) a multivariate 
app roach to a voxel - by- voxel analysis . Region- of- inte r est 
analysis involved the left and right frontal, parietal and 
temporal reg io ns . The multivariate approach involved 
using pr incipal components analysis to extract 
correlated normal variants ,,·hich could be used to 
cetermine a 'nearest normal' estima te for subsequent 
studies . 

Images of a further 40 no~mal control studies were then 
used to evaluate the methods , toge ther with images of 
100 patients referred for conf i rmation of Alzheimer ' s 
disease and 100 patients referred for confirmation of 
multi - infarct dementia. These images were register ed 
and normalised and abnormalities identified using 
standa rd criteria for significance . 

The results indicated that a multivariate approach to 
a voxel - by- voxe l analysis provides t he best 
differentiation between nor mal and abnormal classes . 
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VALUE OF A VERTEX VIEW FOR BRAIN SPEer. W I Rogers, 
N.H. Clinthome. 1.A. Fessler. Y. Zhang. L. Hua, C. Ng. M. Usman, 
A.O. Hero. Division of Nuclear Medicine, Bioengineering Program 
and EECS Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, USA. 

A vailability of new agents for brain imaging has increased the need 
for improved resolution and sensitivity for SPEer brain imaging. It 
is re lative ly s imple to s imultaneously acquire a stationary vertex 
view data set during a conventional SPEer study. Not only can one 
increase the count rale by at least 25%. but the collimator may be 
pl aced in contact with the head. and the vertex data is essentiall y 
orthogonal to the SPECf data. This suggests that the vertex data 
might carry more information per detected photon. These gains wi ll 
be offset by background originating outside the brain and viewed by 
the vertex detector but not the SPEer system. 

The e ffect of adding vertex data was studied by evaluating the 
u.:ified lower bound on estimales of s ingle pixel ac tivity fo r a 
cylim: ricaJ phantom as a func tion of depth and background level. 
T he unifc rrn bound, whic h is a plot o f the min imum achievable 
variance as a funct ion of bias. showed the vertex view reduced the 
standard deviation approximate ly a factor of 4 over a wide range of 
bias in the top plane. There was weak dependence on tota l number 
o f planes and magnitude of a known mean background. Images 
showed a much finer grained noise structure for the top plane. 
Improvement degraded as a function of distance, and only marginal 
improvement was observed for the bottom plane. Whether the 
diminished guin us a funct ion of slice di stance from the ve rtex 
de tector is more strongly de pendent on attenuation inc rease or 
resolution decrease is yet to be determined. 

Addition of a verte x vie w to a $ PECT data set shows dramatic 
variance reduction for a given bias for a plane close to the vertex 
de tector. This should lead to improved cortical imaging. but only 
moderate improvcment for deep structures . 
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